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Abstract
The dataset contain experimental data from dissolved oxygen sensors in water resource recovery
facilities (WRRFs), evaluated in (Samuelsson et al. 2018). Data from both clean and fouled (both
artificially fouled with grease and real biofilm fouling) oxygen sensors have been recorded. Data
from the phenomena when the sensor signals temporally changes during automatic air-cleaning
cleaning (denoted impulse response) are stored separately.

Specifications Table
Subject area

Environmental research

More specific subject area

Instrumentation, control and related technologies

Type of data

Time series dissolved oxygen sensor data

How data was acquired

Experiments conducted in two water resource recovery facilities

Data format

Raw and filtered and pre-processed to only contain impulse responses

Experimental factors

Real process conditions measuring at aerated and unaerated zones in
activated sludge process.

Experimental location

Stockholm, Sweden. Artificial fouling data (Henriksdal WRRF),
biofilm fouling data (Bromma WRRF).

Related research article

Fault signatures and bias progression in dissolved oxygen sensors.
Samuelsson O. et al (2018).

Contact information

oscar.samuelsson@ivl.se, anders.bjork@ivl.se.
+46 10 788 66 64

Value of the Data
•

High time resolution data with both normal and fouled (real biofilm) dissolved oxygen
sensors during both warm and cold conditions

•

The data allows benchmarking of early warning and fault detection methods.
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Data
Pre-processed experimental data are provided in MATLAB .mat format. Three datasets are
provided:
1) ArtificialFoulingImpulseData.mat (impulse response data)
2) BiofilmFoulingImpulseData.mat (impulse response data)
3) BiofilmFoulingTimeSeriesData.mat (time series data “raw data” 1 Hz)
The variable structure for the datasets is described below.

1. ArtificialFoulingImpulseData

MEC: Membrane electrochemical DO sensor
Sensor condition
.normal: Clean
.fouled: Fouled with grease mixture
.damaged: Mechanically damaged membrane
.wornout: Repeated air cleaning impulses
.lowair: one loose air hose to cleaning system
.chemicalDamage: Harsh chemical cleaning substance
.highSS: Measuring in return sludge channel
.lowSS: Measuring in unaerated zone, normal suspended solids concentration (about 3000 mg/L)

OPT: Fluorescent DO sensor
Sensor condition
.normal: Clean
.fouled: Fouled with grease mixture

2. BiofilmFoulingImpulseData

.zone5: Zone where the optical DO sensor was studied, MEC-type reference sensor.
.zone6: Zone where the membrane electrochemical sensor was studied, MEC-type reference
sensor.
.MECtest: Membrane electrochemical DO sensor – test sensor (increasingly fouled)
.OPTtest: Fluorescent DO sensor – test sensor (increasingly fouled)
.MECref: Membrane electrochemical sensor – reference sensor (no fouling)
.time: Datetime time format
.indicate: Vector indicating active air cleaning impulse (1= active, 0= no cleaning)
.testPeriod: Period 1-6 as indicated in (Samuelsson et al. 2018)

3. BiofilmFoulingTimeSeriesData

.zone5: Zone where the optical DO sensor was studied, MEC-type reference sensor.
.zone6: Zone where the membrane electrochemical sensor was studied, MEC-type reference
sensor.
.time: Datetime time format
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.data: Matrix containing reference sensor, test sensor, impulse indication, and Not a Number
(NaN) indications.
.metaData: Information about data

Materials and Methods
The experiments have been described in (Samuelsson et al. 2018).
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